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***standalone***Who is Marco Rios?Most would say guys like him are only good at one thingâ€¦
breaking hearts.By day heâ€™s a tattoo artist who took the plunge and started his own business,
but by nightâ€¦ Heâ€™ll be whoever you want him to beâ€”a wet dream in the flesh.Brynn Palmer was
content, enjoying her low-key life, one that rarely sprouted surprises. That is, until she crossed paths
with the force better known as Marco. It was only one night, but that one night changed
everything.~*To the guys, Indecent Exposure is more than just their place of business; itâ€™s a
place where they make womenâ€™s fantasies come trueâ€¦ and have a ton of fun doing it.
â€œMarcoâ€• is the first standalone in â€œThe Men of Indecent Exposureâ€• series, so kick back and
enjoy, but donâ€™t get too comfortable. You never know when youâ€™ll need to have your singles
ready!*AUTHOR NOTE: *MARCO is a full-length (over 130,000 words), standalone novel with a
happily ever after and no cliff hanger.Scroll up and one-click today!XOXOâ€”Raven
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***Contains Spoilers***I was hooked on this book from page one. I couldnâ€™t put it down.Brynn
and Marco had a one night stand that neither one of them could remember. Unfortunately (or
fortunately) that one night stand turned into an unplanned pregnancy. I think that what really made

me fall in love with both Brynn and Marco was the fact that they were genuinely very good people.
They were faced with this scary, unexpected situation and yes, they went back and forth and
weighed the pros and cons, but ultimately they decided that trying to be friends and raise the baby
together was the best possible decision for them both.One of the things I loved about this book was
the fact that the story centered around Marco and Brynn coming to terms with the new life they were
starting together. Yes, there was some drama with friends and potential lovers, but it really centered
on their own personal journey as well as their journey together.The chemistry between Brynn and
Marco was fire!! Once they began to really get to know each other and give in to their connection, it
was amazing. I think my only wish would be to really see them be a couple. In the book, they were
still struggling with their own lives while trying to form a unit, but we didnâ€™t really get to see them
relax and just be.

In my opinion this author has done a very good job as establishing herself as a leader when it
comes to crafting a sweet romance. I'm not going to lie and say that I don't enjoy some of the books
with higher drama, but I also have an affinity for a well written sweet romance, and that's what she is
excellent at. This book is no exception. Not only does she give the reader a romance story, but she
throws in a less seen pairing of a hunky Alpha, Hispanic hero, who happens to be a male stripper,
and a confident, BBW heroine. Throw in an unexpected life changer, and you have the catalyst for a
sugary sweet romance that made me smile. There were some hot scenes, and frankly a few more
would have been appreciated, especially given the sexy chemistry between the main characters.
Overall though, I enjoyed the book, simple as that. I enjoyed it so much that I didn't want it to end.
With minor editing issues, strong characters, and an engaging story, this book is a great example of
why I became a Raven Dt Pierre fan after Gravity, and will continue to be so...can't wait for the next
man of Indecent Exposure.

This was a true love story. Two people brought together by crazy circumstances caused by a one
night stand. Marco was a sweetheart. He wasn't overbearing or controlling like most guys in alpha
stories but he wasn't a pushover either. I loved that he was not too over the top and Brynn was not a
weak female that needed saving even after losing her job she was still determined to stand on her
own. What really surprised me was the lack of drama or overbearing other love interests that can't
seem to let go. Every page I was like oh my hear it comes......lol.The flow to this story was a natural
flow like this could actually be true to life, there was on instant fall in love and then they are married,
we got to watch the love and bond build and grow between these two characters which is rare these

days. The only thing I wish was that we got to see more interaction from the other characters. As
close as Marco is with his "brothers" Logan, Justin and Carlos you'd think they would have met
Brynn way before the shower that just seems natural especially since she was around him all the
time.In either case this was definitely worth the read and I am lookikng forward to the next chapter
with Justin and Sid. Hopefully we get to see how Brynn and Marco's relationship is progressing.

This book was a pleasure to read. Raven St. Pierre is an excellent author. Obviously there are many
IR novels out there where unexpected pregnancy is the topic. This one is so unique in the angle
from which the story was told. First of all, there was no "drama" with Brynn telling Marco she was
pregnant. I ABSOLUTELY LOVED that. She knew he had a right to know, stressed over telling a
stranger she's having his baby and then did it. She didn't stress over Whether of not she should tell
him, just how the conversation should go. Simple, realistic, honest !!! What more can you ask
for??The story followed the pregnancy and their budding relationship through the length of the
pregnancy. Beautifully done! Loved that they were both honest with each other about their "almost"
involvement with other people and how this unexpected pregnancy affected that. Really liked the
honesty in the reaction of her "almost" boyfriend Naseem. They were just beginning to build a
relationship when this happened. They had been long time friends just beginning to become more
than that.Marco is a hunk of burning love !!! I am almost sorry he had to stop dancing ... whew!! I
can just picture him on the stage. Hot stuff !!!!!Great read!! Won't divulge more of the storyline. Just
know that its worth every penny you spend on it.

I am a huge fan of Raven St. Pierre ever since I read her "Free Falling" series. So happy to
purchase this book and fall in love with this series as well! Brynn and Marco are not your usual
couple and develop a relationship because they have to due to consequences of their one night
stand - we all know what that is! Even under the circumstances you know Brynn is a good woman
that did something out of character and Marco - even with the presumptions that come due to his
night job, is a really great guy and the back story of why he went into that area of business is so
honorable. I won't say much more as I don't want to give anything else away. Get this book, it is
worth every penny you spend on it. I am looking forward to the next installment!
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